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We describe a simple technique for generating a cold-atom lattice pierced by a uniform magnetic
field. Our method is to extend a one-dimensional optical lattice into the “dimension” provided
by the internal atomic degrees of freedom, yielding a synthetic 2D lattice. Suitable laser-coupling
between these internal states leads to a uniform magnetic flux within the 2D lattice. We show that
this setup reproduces the main features of magnetic lattice systems, such as the fractal Hofstadter
butterfly spectrum and the chiral edge states of the associated Chern insulating phases.
PACS numbers: 37.10.Jk, 03.75.Hh, 05.30.Fk
Intense effort is currently devoted to the creation of
gauge fields for electrically neutral atoms [1–4]. Following
a number of theoretical proposals in presence [5–13] or
in absence of optical lattices [14–20], synthetic magnetic
fields have been engineered both in vacuum [21–25] and in
periodic lattices [26–29]. The addition of a lattice offers
the advantage to engineer extraordinarily large magnetic
fluxes, typically of the order of one magnetic flux quan-
tum per plaquette [5–7, 10, 11], which are out of reach
using real magnetic fields in solid-state systems (e.g. ar-
tificial magnetic fields recently reported in graphene [30–
32]). Such cold-atom lattice configurations will enable
one to access striking properties, such as Hofstadter-like
fractal spectra [33] and Chern insulating phases, in a con-
trollable manner. Existing schemes for creating uniform
magnetic fluxes require several laser fields and/or addi-
tional ingredients, such as tilted potentials [6, 10], super-
lattices [11], or lattice-shaking methods [9, 13, 34–37].
Experimentally, strong staggered magnetic flux config-
urations have been reported [26, 27], and very recently
also uniform ones [28, 29]. Besides, an alternative route
is offered by optical flux lattices [38–41].
In all of these lattice schemes, the sites are identified
by their location in space. This need not be the case: the
available spatial degrees of freedom can be augmented by
employing the internal atomic “spin” degrees of freedom
as an extra, or synthetic, lattice-dimension [42]. Here
we demonstrate that this extra dimension can support a
uniform magnetic flux, and we propose a specific scheme
using a 1D optical lattice along with Raman transitions
within the atomic ground state manifold (Fig. 1). The
flux is produced by a combination of ordinary tunneling
in real space and laser-assisted tunneling in the extra di-
mension creating the necessary Peierls phases. Our pro-
posal therefore extends the toolbox of existing techniques
to create gauge potentials for cold atoms.
The proposed scheme distinguished by the naturally
sharp boundaries in the extra dimension, a feature which
greatly simplifies the detection of chiral edge states re-
sulting from the synthetic magnetic flux [43–47]. We
demonstrate that the chiral motion of these topological
edge states can be directly visualized using in situ im-
ages of the cloud, and we explicitly show their robustness
against impurity scattering. We also show that by using
additional Raman and radio frequency transitions one
can connect the edges in the extra dimension, providing
a remarkably simple way to realize the fractal Hofstadter
butterfly spectrum [33].
Model. For specificity, consider 87Rb’s F = 1 ground
state hyperfine manifold [48], composed of three mag-
netic sublevels mF = 0,±1, illuminated by the com-
bination of optical lattice and Raman laser beams de-
picted in Fig. 1(a) (additional lattice potentials along
ey and ez, confining motion to ex are not shown; exyz
are the three Cartesian unit vectors). In the schematic,
the counter-propagating λ = 1064 nm lasers beams de-
fine the lattice with period a = λ/2, recoil momentum
kL = 2pi/λ, and energy EL = ~2kL2/2m (where m is
the atomic mass). We consider a sufficiently deep lat-
tice Vlat = 5EL for the tight binding approximation to
be valid, but shallow enough to avoid Mott-insulator
physics. For these parameters, the tunneling amplitude
is t = 0.065EL = h × 133 Hz. The Raman lasers at
wavelength λR ≈ 790 nm intersect with opening angle
θ, giving an associated Raman recoil momentum kR =
2pi cos(θ)/λR. The Raman couplings recently exploited
in experiment [21, 22], between the three magnetic sub-
levels mF = 0,±1 of the F = 1 ground-state manifold
of 87Rb are shown in Fig. 1(b). The Raman transitions
provide the hopping in the synthetic dimension which
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FIG. 1. (a) Proposed experimental layout with 87Rb. A pair
of counter-propagating λ = 1064 nm lasers provide a 5EL
deep optical lattice lattice with period a = λ/2. A pair of
“Raman” laser beams with wavelength λR = 790 nm, at an-
gles ±θ from ex, couple the internal atomic states with recoil
wavevector kR = 2pi cos(θ)/λR. The laser beams’ polariza-
tions – all linear – are marked by symbols at their ends. (b)
Raman couplings in the F = 1 manifold. The transitions are
induced by the beams depicted in (a). (c) Synthetic 2D lattice
with magnetic flux Φ = γ/2pi per plaquette (γ = 2kRa). Here
n = x/a (m) labels the sites along ex (Zeeman sublevels).
require a minimum amount of laser light (less than 1%
required for existing schemes [19]), minimizing sponta-
neous emission. In addition, periodic boundary condi-
tions in the synthetic direction can be created by cou-
pling mF = +1 to mF = −1 using an off-resonant Raman
transition from |F = 1,mF = +1〉 to an ancillary state,
e.g., |F = 2,mF = 0〉 (detuned by δpbc and coupled with
strength ΩR,pbc), completed by a radio-frequency tran-
sition to |F = 1,mF = 1〉 with strength ΩRF , giving a
Λ-like scheme with strength Ωpbc = −ΩR,pbcΩRF /2δpbc.
A constant magnetic field B0ez Zeeman splits the mag-
netic sublevels |mF = ±1〉 by ∓~ω0 = gFµBB0, where gF
is the Lande´ g-factor and µB is the Bohr magneton, see
Fig. 1(ab). The Raman spin-flip transitions, detuned by
δ from two-photon resonance, impart a 2kR recoil mo-
mentum along ex. Taking ~ = 1, the laser fields can be
described via a spatially periodic effective magnetic field
ΩT = δez + ΩR [cos (2kRx) ex − sin (2kRx) ey] , (1)
which couples the hyperfine ground-states giving the ef-
fective atom-light Hamiltonian [4, 38, 41, 49]
Hal = ΩT ·F = δFz + (F+eikRx + F−e−ikRx)ΩR/2 , (2)
where the operators F± = Fx ± iFy act as F+ |m〉 =
gF,m |m+ 1〉 with gF,m =
√
F (F + 1)−m (m+ 1).
Thus the Raman beams sequentially couple states m =
−F, . . . , F , with each transition accompanied by an x-
dependent phase. This naturally generates Peierls phases
for “motion” along the m (spin) direction, denoted as em.
The combination of the optical lattice along ex and the
Raman-induced hopping along em yield an effective 2D
lattice with one physical and one synthetic dimension, as
depicted in Fig. 1(c) for F = 1. For a system of length
Lx along ex, the lattice has N = Lx/a sites along ex,
and a width of W = 2F + 1 sites along em. For δ = 0
the system is described by the Hamiltonian
H =
∑
n,m
(
−ta†n+1,m + Ωm−1e−iγna†n,m−1
)
an,m + H.c. ,
(3)
where n labels the spatial index and m labels the spin in-
dex; γ = 2kRa sets the magnetic flux; Ωm = ΩRgF,m/2 is
the synthetic tunneling strength; and a†n,m is the atomic
creation operator in the dimensionally extended lattice.
This two-dimensional lattice is pierced by a uniform syn-
thetic magnetic flux Φ = γ/2pi = kRa/pi per plaquette
(in units of the Dirac flux quantum). The quantity gF,m
is independent of m for F = 1/2 and F = 1, but for
larger F hopping along em is generally non-uniform.
Open boundaries. Since Ωm 6= 0 only when m ∈
{−F, . . . , F − 1}, Eq. (3) has open boundary condi-
tions along em, with sharp edges at m = ±F . By
gauge-transforming an,m and a
†
n,m, the hopping phase
exp(i2kRx) can be transferred to the hopping along ex.
Combining this with a Fourier transformation along ex,
b†q,m = N
−1/2∑N
n=1 a
†
n,me
i(q+γm)n, splits the Hamilto-
nian H =
∑
qHq into momentum components
Hq =
F∑
m=−F
εq+γmb
†
q,mbq,m +
(
Ωmb
†
q,m+1bq,m + H.c.
)
,
where εk = −2t cos(k), q ≡ 2pil/N , and l ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Figure 2 shows the resulting band structure for F = 1.
Away from the avoided crossings, the lowest band de-
scribes the propagation of “edge states” localized in spin
space at m = ±F (blue and red arrows): these states
propagate along ex in opposite directions. In the physical
system, these give rise to a spin current js(x) = j↑ − j↓.
When W = 2F + 1 1, these edge states become anal-
ogous to those in quantum Hall systems [50, 51]. The
F = 9/2 manifold of 40K allows experimental access to
this large-W limit [52], since its 10 internal states repro-
duce the Hofstadter-butterfly topological band structure.
The edge-state propagation can be directly visualized
by confining a multi-component Fermi gas to a region
3FIG. 2. Spectrum for open boundary conditions: F = 1,
and Φ = γ/2pi = 1/2pi flux per plaquette. Colors specify the
spin state m, as indicated. The ground state branch displays
“edges” corresponding to m = ±1.
x ∈ [−Lx/2, Lx/2] and by setting the Fermi energy EF
within the Raman-induced gap (dashed line in Fig. 2)
[53]. In this configuration, different types of states are
initially populated: (a) edge states localized at m = ±F
with opposite group velocities, and (b) bulk states delo-
calized in spin space with small group velocities (the cen-
tral or bulk region of the lowest band is almost dispersion-
less for small flux Φ 1). When the confining potential
along ex is suddenly released, the edge states at m = ±F
propagate along ±ex. Figure 3 depicts such dynamics,
where we allowed tightly confined atoms (as above) to
expand into a harmonic potential Vharm(x). This poten-
tial limits the propagation of the edge states along ex
and leads to chiral dynamics around the synthetic 2D
lattice: when an edge state localized at m = +F reaches
the Fermi radius x = RF, it cannot backscatter because
of its chiral nature, and thus, it is obliged to jump on the
other edge located at m = −F and counter-propagate.
The edge-state dynamics of the F = 9/2 lattice is pre-
sented in [50].
An interesting feature of edge states is their robustness
against local perturbations. To check this in the context
of our proposal, we consider the effects of a spatially lo-
calized impurity on the transmission probability. The
Hamiltonian with an impurity localized at n = 0 is
Himp = H + V , V =
∑
m
Vma
†
0,ma0,m , (4)
where the zero-th order Hamiltonian H is given by
Eq. (3), and Vm is the interaction potential between the
impurity and atoms in state m. The perturbation may
be generated, e.g., by a tightly focused laser, or by a
distinguishable atom, deeply trapped by a species selec-
tive optical lattice [54–56] If the impurity scatters equally
strongly with all spin components, it corresponds to an
extended obstacle along em: a “roadblock” in the syn-
thetic 2D lattice. On the other hand, if the impurity
interacts significantly only with a given spin component,
it yields a localized perturbation in the synthetic 2D lat-
tice. In particular, edge perturbations can be engineered
by choosing an impurity that only scatters strongly the
m = F or m = −F states.
For F = 1 there are 3 dispersion branches, as shown in
edge states
edge states
FIG. 3. (a) Initial condition: a Fermi gas is trapped in the
central region x ∈ [−13a, 13a] and the Fermi energy is set
to populate only the lowest energy band. The occupied edge
states localized at m = ±F have opposite group velocities (for
simplicity we sketch the “F=1” case). An additional harmonic
potential limits the edge-states propagation, leading to chiral
dynamics around the synthetic 2D lattice. (b) Dynamics after
releasing the cloud into the harmonic potential, for Ω0 = 0.5t,
Φ = 1/2pi, Vharm(x) = t(x/50a)
2 and EF = −1.4t. Dashed
lines represent the Fermi radius RF at which the edge states
localized at m=±F jump to the opposite edge m=∓F .
Fig. 2, so there are 9 possible scattering channels. How-
ever, here we focus to the energy range lying inside the
bulk-gap (around the dashed lines in Fig. 2), where there
is only one available scattering channel, i.e., scattering
to the opposite edge state. The transmission probability
as a function of the energy of the incident atom is calcu-
lated in [50], and shown in Fig. 4. For spin-independent
collisions with the impurity (Vm = U), the transmission
probability goes to zero at two values of the energy within
the gap. In analogy with Fano resonances [57, 58], these
zeros are associated with two quasi-bound states localized
around the impurity potential due to two local parabolic
minima (for F = 1) in the upper dispersion branches.
Outside of the resonant regions the transmission proba-
bility is close to 1. On the other hand, an impurity which
scatters only the m = 0 component (Vm = Uδm,0) is ef-
fectively localized in the central chain of the synthetic
2D lattice. As such, it can couple resonantly two oppo-
sitely propagating edge states, leading to a single sharp
minimum in the transmission probability. Instead, an
impurity which is localized at the edge of the synthetic
dimension (e.g., Vm = Uδm,1) does not lead to a reso-
nant behavior of the transmission probability. For such
spin-dependent impurity the transmission probability is
always close to 1, since the edge state can go around the
impurity in the synthetic dimension.
Cyclic couplings. In our F = 1 example, periodic
boundary conditions along em can be induced with an
4FIG. 4. Edge-state transmission probability. Black: a spin-
independent impurity. Blue: only m = 0 scatters. Red: only
m = 1 scatters. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 2(a) and
the scattering strength is U = −t.
extra coupling (with a Rabi frequency Ω1 = Ωpbc = Ω0)
from |m = 1〉 to |m = −1〉 accompanied by the momen-
tum recoil k along ex. The system becomes periodic
only provided the flux γ per plaquette is rational, i.e.,
γ = 2piP/Q with P,Q co-prime integers. Note that the
number of loops in the synthetic dimension required to
have an integral number of flux quanta, i.e. periodicity,
is l/M where l = LCM(M,Q), thus, for M=3, Q or Q/3
loops.
In this cyclic scheme, the system reproduces the Hofs-
tadter problem defined in the infinite plane: its spectrum
E = E(p) is obtained by solving the Harper equation
along ex [52], where p is the quasi-momentum associ-
ated with the closed synthetic dimension ey. The con-
served momentum along ey can only take three values:
pj = 2pij/3 with j ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Exploiting the fact that
the Hamiltonian (3) with closed b.c. is translationally in-
variant in the spin dimension, we perform the Fourier
transform a†n,m = 3
−1/2∑1
j=−1 e
i2pimj/3c†n,j , giving
H =
∑
j,n
(2pij/3+nγ)c†n,jcn,j−(tc†n+1,jcn,j +H.c.), (5)
and (k) = −2Ω0 cos(k). Its spectrum is plotted in Fig. 5.
There are l points in each band associated with the ra-
tional flux γ: enough to be visible. For our finite chain of
length N , the infinite-chain result will be accurate only
for Q N , while for Q approaching N the system is far
from periodic in Q and the butterfly gets blurred.
Interactions. We wish to consider the effects of repul-
sive interactions. We focus here on the case where the
interactions are SU(W)-invariant (this amounts to negle-
glecting the spin-dependent contribution to the interac-
tion; a very good approximation for F = 1 87Rb). In our
lattice, the resulting interaction Hamiltonian
Hint =
U
2
∑
n
Nn(Nn − 1) , Nn ≡
∑
m
a†n,man,m,
FIG. 5. The spectrum of Eq. (5) on an infinite 1D chain, for a
three-level system with closed b.c. has the typical Hofstadter
butterfly characteristics.
is local along ex, but infinite in range along em. We
exploit the SU(W)-invariance of Hint by adopting the
Fock basis cn,j in which the hopping along em is diagonal,
as in Eq. (5) (a similar basis exists for open boundary
conditions in the synthetic dimension). Let us denote
its eigenvalues by n,j . It follows that we can minimize
the energy for fixed 〈Hint〉 by populating only the states
associated to cn,jn with lowest n,jn , as this minimizes
the kinetic term 〈H〉.
Two cases are possible: i) jn is unique, i.e. the local
ground state is not degenerate; ii) j,n is minimal for two
of the three possible values of j. The latter case can oc-
cur only for closed b.c. in the synthetic dimension and
for rational values of the flux γ/(2pi) = P/Q. In presence
of open b.c., it is indeed easy to show that the eigenval-
ues are always independent of γ (and as such as n), and
never degenerate. In case i), the ground state can be
mapped to the one of a 1D uniform Bose-Hubbard chain.
In case ii) instead, the 1D Hubbard chain will possess
a primitive cell containg Q consecutive lattice points, as
well known from the non-interacting Hofstadter problem.
Interactions which are non-SU(N)-invariant lead to con-
siderably more complicated situations, with the ground
state possessing a complex, fully 2D character.
Conclusions. Our proposal for creating strong syn-
thetic gauge fields using a synthetic 2D lattice is well
suited to directly observe chiral edge-states dynamics, by
using spin-sensitive detection of the different edge modes.
This platform also allows to test the edge states’ robust-
ness against impurities. To detect the full spectrum, in-
teraction effects must be minimized, for example using
a fermionic band insulator or a dilute thermal Bose gas.
The spectrum may also be probed by transport measure-
ments: wavepackets of atoms with narrow energy disper-
sion can be prepared and brought into the lattice using
a waveguide, and their transmission through the region
of effective magnetic field observed [59, 60].
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6SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Edge states in thin stripes: Hofstadter square lattice
vs Hofstadter ladder
In the main text, we have concentrated on the spectra
and edge-state dynamics for spin 1 atoms (F = 1). In
that case a synthetic 2D lattice is constituted of N × 3
lattice sites, where 3 = W = 2F + 1 is the number of
sites along the synthetic (spin) direction and N is the
number of sites along the spatial direction x (see Figs. 1
– 3 in the main text). Such a lattice has natural open
boundaries along the spin direction at y = ±Fa (where
a is the lattice spacing), while N can be arbitrarily large.
In this Appendix, we illustrate how the edge-state prop-
erties discussed in the main text can be related to the
topological band structure and chiral edge states of the
standard Hofstadter square lattice [52], namely, a square
lattice of N ×W sites, with N,W  1, subjected to a
uniform magnetic flux Φ per plaquette. The number of
lattice sites along the y direction is denoted W , so as to
refer to the width of the stripe.
To do so, we consider an extrapolation between the
Hofstadter lattice (size N ×W ) and the thin stripe con-
sidered in the main text (size N × 3), by progressively
reducing the number of lattice sites along the y direction
W , while applying periodic boundary conditions along
the x direction, see Fig. 6 (a). The first spectrum shown
in Fig. 6 (b), obtained for W = 50, shows the usual
band structure of the Hofstadter model, where a clear
distinction between the bulk bands and the edge states
dispersions is observed. To highlight this edge/bulk pic-
ture, we simultaneously represent the energies E = E(q)
together with the mean position 〈y〉 of the eigenstates
along the spin direction, see the color code in Fig. 6
(a). The many bulk states progressively disappear, as the
number of inequivalent lattice sites is reduced to W = 5,
while the dispersion branches of the edge states are only
slightly modified. In fact, for Φ = p/q ∈ Q, the edge-
state branches remain remarkably robust for W → q.
When W is further reduced such that W < q, the edge-
state branches are altered, but they retain their general
characteristics: in the thin stripe (“double-ladder”) limit
W = 3 considered in the main text, the lowest energy
band describes edges states localized on opposite edges
(at y = ±a) of the double-ladder, propagating in op-
posite directions. Therefore, we can conclude that the
edge-state structure present in the double-ladder lattice
(W = 3) is reminiscent of the chiral (topological) edge
states present in the standard Hofstadter square lattice
(see also Ref. 51 for a detailed study of the Hofstadter
ladder with W = 2 corresponding to F = 1/2).
edge
edge
FIG. 6. (a) Hofstadter model on a stripe of width W , and
definition of the color code: dark blue (resp. red) dots cor-
respond to states localized at the bottom (resp. top) edge
of the system, whereas green-yellow dots correspond to bulk
states. (b) Energy spectrum E = E(q) of the Hofstadter
model with the flux Φ = 1/5, for different stripe widths W .
Here, the modulus of the hopping amplitude is taken equal to
t along both directions, and q denotes the quasi-momentum.
The double-ladder configuration used in the main text corre-
sponds to W = 3 (i.e., F = 1 and Ω0 = t).
The F = 9/2 case
In the main text, we focused on the study of the F = 1
case, which is widely investigated in current cold-atom
experiments [21, 22]. This leads to the double-ladder
lattice, whose connection with the standard Hofstadter
model has been described in the previous Section of this
Supplementary material. However, it would be desirable
to engineer a synthetic 2D lattice with more internal
states to make this connection even more visible. For
example, considering the ground-state manifold of 40K,
where F = 9/2, would allow to engineer a lattice of size
N × 10, which according to Fig. 6 (b) would clearly
display the topological band structure of the Hofstadter
model. We note that using other atomic species (such
as 173Yb) could also lead to similar configurations with
W > 5, both for bosonic and fermionic systems.
7One important aspect of the present proposal is the fact
that for F > 1 the magnitude of hopping along the y
(spin) direction is not constant. Indeed, the hopping
from a lattice site m to a lattice site m + 1 is given by
the frequency
tm→m+1 = ΩgF,m = Ω
√
F (F + 1)−m(m+ 1), (6)
where we remind that m = m refers to the internal states
of the atom and F is the total angular momentum. This
inhomogenous hopping, shown in Fig. 7 (a) for F = 9/2,
is not present in the standard Hofstadter model, where
the tight-binding hopping amplitude t is constant. To
illustrate this effect, we show the band structure of a
synthetic lattice engineered with F = 9/2 atoms (Fig.
7 (b)), and we compare it with the band structure of
the homogenous Hofstadter model with W = 10 (Fig.
7 (c)). We observe that the bulk/edge band structure
is well conserved, when choosing Ω = t/〈gF,m〉, where
〈gF,m〉 =
∑
m gF,m/2F . However, we note that the states
corresponding to the edge-state dispersions are no longer
perfectly localized at the edges: close to the lowest bulk
band, there are dispersive states with |〈m〉| < 9/2. We
also note that the states with the highest velocity v∼∂qE
are those that are the most localized at the edges.
In Fig. 8, we show the edge-state dynamics for a
fermionic system with F = 9/2 atoms (e.g. 40K), con-
fined by a harmonic potential Vharm(x) = t(x/50a)
2. We
clearly observe a chiral motion in the 2D synthetic lattice,
which is due to the populated edge states lying within the
lowest bulk gap (Fig. 7 (b)). As already described above,
these edge states are not perfectly localized at m = ±9/2,
due to the inhomogeneity of the hopping along the spin
direction. As a result, the dynamics show the rotation of
the cloud in the 2D lattice, instead of a clear edge-state
motion.
Scattering on a localized impurity
Formulation
Our aim here is to calculate the transmission proba-
bility for an atom in the 1D physical lattice affected by
an impurity localized at n = 0 and thus described by the
Hamiltonian
Himp = H + V , V =
∑
m,m′
Vm,m′a
†
0,ma0,m′ , (7)
where H is an unperturbed Hamiltonian for the 1D array
of atoms is given by Eq.(3) of the main text, and m
refers to the spin levels representing a synthetic degree
of freedom.
We shall make use of the Green’s operator G = [E −
Himp+i0
+]−1 of the full Hamiltonian Himp. The Green’s
operator of the complete system will be expressed in
edge
edge
FIG. 7. (a) Synthetic lattice for F = 9/2 atoms. The hopping
amplitude t along the x (spatial) direction is constant, while
the hopping amplitude along the y (spin) direction, ΩgF,m, is
given by Eq. (6). (b) The energy spectrum for the F = 9/2
synthetic lattice, setting Φ = 1/5 and Ω = t/〈gF,m〉 = 0.24t.
(c) The energy spectrum for the homogenous Hofstadter lat-
tice with W = 10 lattice sites along the y direction and
Φ = 1/5, see also Fig. 6b. Note that the edge states are
more spatially localized in the homogeneous case [(c)] than in
the inhomogeneous synthetic lattice [(b)].
terms of the Green’s operator G0 = [E − H + i0+]−1
of the unperturbed system using the Dyson equation [61]
G = G0 + G0V G. On the other hand, the zero-order
Green’s operator G0 will be presented via the eigenfunc-
tions and eigen-energies of the unperturbed Hamiltonian
H. Having the complete Green’s operator G we will de-
termine the scattering T-matrix T = V + V GV from
which the transmission probabilities will be calculated.
Spectrum of the Hamiltonian without impurity
Applying a gauge transformation a˜n,m = an,me
−iγnm
we transfer the phases featured in the hopping elements
to the hopping in the physical direction in the Hamilto-
nian H defined by Eq. (3) in the main text, giving:
H =
∑
n,m
(
−te−iγma˜†n+1,m + Ωm−1a˜†n,m−1
)
a˜n,m + h.c. .
(8)
From now on we will express all energies in the units
of the hopping integral t; therefore, we will set t = 1.
The atomic center-of mass wave function satisfies the
8FIG. 8. Edge-states dynamics for a fermionic system with
F = 9/2 atoms (e.g. 40K): the Fermi gas is trapped in the
central region x ∈ [−13a, 13a] and the Fermi energy is set
such as to populate only the lowest energy band. The popu-
lated “edge” states localized at m = ±F have opposite group
velocities. An additional harmonic potential limits the edge-
states propagation, leading to chiral dynamics around the syn-
thetic 2D lattice. The parameters are Ω = t/〈gF,m〉 = 0.24t,
Φ = 1/5, Vharm(x) = t(x/50a)
2 and EF =−2t. Dashed lines
represent the Fermi radius RF at which the edge states local-
ized at m=±F jump unto the opposite edge m=∓F . The
time steps are ∆t = 37.5~/J .
Schro¨dinger equation
HΨ = EΨ . (9)
We search for the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian (8)
in the form of plane waves (Bloch states) by taking the
probability amplitudes to find an atom in the site n,m
as
Ψm(n) = χq,me
iqn . (10)
We will interpret the index m as a row number and con-
sider Ψ and χq as columns. Equation (9) yields the fol-
lowing eigenvalue equations
Hqχq = Eqχq .
Here Hq is (2F + 1) × (2F + 1) matrix with the diag-
onal matrix elements (Hq)m,m = −2 cos(q + γm) and
nonzero non-diagonal elements (Hq)m,m′ = Ωmδm′,m+1
and (Hq)m,m′ = Ωm−1δm′,m−1. In particular, when
F = 1 the matrix Hq reduces to
Hq =
 −2 cos(q − γ) Ω 0Ω −2 cos(q) Ω
0 Ω −2 cos(q + γ)
 .
(11)
By solving an eigenvalue problem we get a set of 2F + 1
algebraic equations. It has has 2F + 1 solutions to be
labelled with an index ν.
Green’s function of the system without impurity
Given the eigenfunctions Ψq,s(n), the general expres-
sion for the retarded zero-order Green’s function is
G0(n, n
′;E) =
2F+1∑
ν=1
∫ pi
−pi
Ψq,ν(n)Ψ
∗
q,ν(n
′)
E − Eq,ν + iη dq , (12)
where η → +0. Zeros in the denominator can be obtained
from the eigen-energy equation
det[E −Hq] = 0 , (13)
which generally has 2F + 1 solutions. For each eigen-
energy E and wave vector qν , the analytical expressions
for the eigenvectors χqν ,ν can be obtained from the equa-
tion [Hq − E]χqν ,ν = 0 by setting the first element of
χqν ,ν to unity and dropping one of the resulting equa-
tions. Using Eq. (12) and performing the integration we
obtain the retarded zero-order Green’s function
G0(n, n
′;E) = −i
∑
ν
1
vν
{
χqν ,νχ
T
qν ,νe
iqν(n−n′) , n > n′,
χ−qν ,νχ
T
−qν ,νe
−iqν(n−n′) , n < n′,
(14)
Here
vν ≡ ∂
∂q
Eq,ν
∣∣∣∣
q=qν
(15)
is the group velocity. It can be calculated from the equa-
tion
vν = −
∂
∂q det[E −Hq]
∂
∂E det[E −Hq]
∣∣∣∣∣
q=qν
. (16)
Note that we do not have complex conjugation in Eq. (14)
since for real wave vectors qν the colums χqν ,ν are real.
This is because the Hamiltonian Hq has real matrix ele-
ments.
Green’s function for the system with localized impurity
Combining the Dyson equation G = G0 +G0V G with
Eq. (4) for V , one has
G(n, n′) = G0(n, n′) +
∑
n′′
G0(n, n
′′)V δn′′,0G(n′′, n′)
= G0(n, n
′) +G0(n, 0)V G(0, n′) . (17)
Taking n = 0 in Eq. (17) we get
G(0, n′) = G0(0, n′) +G0(0, 0)V G(0, n′) . (18)
9From here we obtain
G(0, n′) = [1−G0(0, 0)V ]−1G0(0, n′) . (19)
Substituting Eq. (19) back into Eq. (17) we get the re-
quired expression for the Green’s function
G(n, n′) = G0(n, n′)+G0(n, 0)V [1−G0(0, 0)V ]−1G0(0, n′) .
(20)
Transmission probabilities
The scattering is described by T matrix
T = V + V GV . (21)
Using Eq. (20), T matrix reads
T (n, n′) = V [1−G(0)(0, 0)V ]−1δn,0δn′,0 . (22)
For transmitted waves the matrix element of the scattering matrix is
Stν,ν′ = δν,ν′ − i
1√
vνvν′
∑
n,n′
χ†qν ,νe
−iqνnT (n, n′)χqν′ ,ν′e
iqν′n
′
. (23)
Using Eq. (22) we obtain
Stν,ν′ = δν,ν′ −
√
vν
vν′
i
1
vν
χ†qν ,νV
[
1 + i
∑
ν′′
1
vν′′
χqν′′ ,ν′′χ
†
qν′′ ,ν′′
V
]−1
χqν′ ,ν′ . (24)
Transmission probability from the propagating mode ν′
to the mode ν is
Tν,ν′ = |Stν,ν′ |2 . (25)
These equations are used in calculating the transmis-
sion probabilities in the main text.
